The current-phase relation (CPR) of a Josephson junction reveals valuable information about the microscopic processes and symmetries that influence the supercurrent. In this Letter, we present direct measurements of the CPR for Josephson junctions with a graphene barrier, obtained by a phase-sensitive SQUID interferometry technique. We find that the CPR is skewed with respect to the commonly observed sinusoidal behavior. The amount of skewness varies linearly with critical current (I c ) regardless of whether I c is tuned by the carrier density or temperature. 
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The interplay of superconductivity and the unique electronic structure of graphene leads to unusual coherence effects such as gate-tunable supercurrents [1] and specular Andreev reflection [2] . Much recent work has focused on graphene-based Josephson junctions in which theoretical [3, 4] and experimental [5, 6, 7] studies have examined the effects of parameters such as the junction geometry and barrier thickness on the critical current. However, key information about the microscopic processes that contribute to the supercurrent can be obtained by measuring not just the magnitude of the supercurrent but also its dependence on the phase difference across the junction, characterized by the Josephson current-phase relation (CPR). The simplest models of Josephson tunneling predict a sinusoidal variation of the current with phase; deviations such as skewness have been predicted [8] , but are rarely observed. It is possible to extract some information about the 2 CPR of a junction by measuring critical current diffraction patterns, Shapiro steps, or switching current in a SQUID configuration [9] , but the most definitive approach is to measure the CPR directly using a phase-sensitive interferometer technique.
In this Letter, we present experimental measurements of the CPR in Josephson junctions with a single-layer graphene barrier. The junction is incorporated into a superconducting loop coupled to a dc SQUID, which allows the junction phase to be extracted directly. We observe significant deviations from sinusoidal behavior, in particular a skewness that varies linearly as a function of carrier density and temperature. Increased skewness is observed regardless of whether the critical current is enhanced by increasing the carrier density or by lowering the temperature. We compare our results to theoretical predictions of skewed CPR in ballistic graphene, and find that the low density of states and gate tunability of graphene is likely key to the observation and characterization of the skewed CPR.
Measurements were performed on three different lateral Josephson junctions fabricated on single-layer graphene flakes, all of which exhibited a similar non-sinusoidal CPR. A typical junction is shown in Fig. 1(a) . The data presented here comes from two devices, sample A (L=340nm, W=27m) and sample B (L=280nm, W=13m). All samples were prepared by mechanical exfoliation [10] transport regime, and l < L implies that they are in the diffusive regime.
The circuit used to extract the CPR is shown in Fig. 1 
where L IL  is the current through the inductor, and SQUID VV   is the measured SQUID voltage, with V  the flux transfer function. It is important to reduce the geometric inductance in series with the junction so that no significant phase winding occurs other than that across the junction; such stray inductance can distort the CPR. To achieve this, we connect the current leads and pickup loop to opposite ends of the sample as shown in Fig,   1(b) . In addition, in order to maintain the circuit in the non-hysteretic regime, the condition temperatures in the range T = 850mK to 890mK. Reducing I c also ensures that the junction is in the short Josephson junction limit so that the current-phase relation is well-defined. 
This has a skewness of 0.255 at the Dirac point. In this model, when finite gate voltages are applied to the graphene, the number of bound states increases and dominates the supercurrent. This causes the skewness in the CPR to first increase, then oscillate due to interference effects between the bound states, and then saturate at S ~ 0.42, with increasing carrier density. Extensions of the DBdG to include self-consistency, which allows the calculations to be carried out in the long-junction regime, predict a similarly skewed CPR [14] . We find that our lowest temperature data taken near the Dirac point have S ~ 0.25, and thus fit well to Eq. (3), as can be seen in Fig. 4(b) . For this fit, only the amplitude of the function is taken as a free parameter. We observe skewness that increases with gate voltage as predicted, though we do not observe oscillations or a saturation of S. We also find that the temperature dependence of our samples is consistent with recent calculations that predict a decrease in skewness with increasing temperature for ballistic graphene junctions [15, 16] .
However, these models predict a nearly sinusoidal CPR for our measurement temperatures (i.e., near T c ), which is not consistent with our data.
Although some of our data is consistent with calculations for ballistic graphene, it is not clear to what extent these calculations should apply to our diffusive junctions. A clue may lie in the comparison to predictions of skewed CPRs in superconducting constrictions and point contact junctions [17] . Both diffusive and ballistic superconducting constrictions are predicted to exhibit skewed CPRs [18] ; in fact, the form of Eq. (3) is identical to that of the CPR obtained theoretically for a diffusive constriction [19] , and our lowest-temperature data thus fits predictions for diffusive constrictions at zero-temperature (and deviates from predicted sinusoidal behavior near T c ). The common factor between graphene and a 7 constriction is a low density of conduction channels, and we believe this to be the key to observing a skewed CPR. Thus, as we observe, even a diffusive graphene junction should exhibit skewness similar to that predicted for ballistic junctions. To support this, theoretical work has shown that the temperature dependence of I c is qualitatively the same for ballistic and diffusive graphene junctions [15] . We note that skewed CPRs are rarely observed.
Although some evidence for skewness has been seen in the temperature dependence of ballistic quantum point contacts [20] , in ballistic InAs junctions [21] , and in long diffusive wires [22] , many of the predictions of skewed CPRs in constrictions, point contacts, and graphene have not previously been experimentally verified. In addition, the gate-voltage dependence of skewness has not previously been measured.
In conclusion, we have used a phase-sensitive interferometry technique to measure directly the current-phase relation of Josephson junctions with a graphene barrier. The CPR curves are non-sinusoidal, and display a skewness that increases linearly with critical current.
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